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About This Game

GamePlay: Purchase guns and ammo in the store, kill nazis in each stage/level to progress further in the game.

Features:

• FPS: Nazi Elimination is a first person shooter

• Guns: LugerP08, Thompson, Gewehr 43, Sten, Welrod, and more!

• Levels: Each level has 3 stages that need to be cleared out before unlocking more levels

• $Gold: Used to purchase guns and ammo in the store

• HardCore: No save/load, no hp or armor ui, and no checkpoints.

• Levels: 15 hardcore levels to test your skill.
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Title: Nazi Elimination
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
ReverseGames
Publisher:
ReverseGames
Release Date: 17 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

Storage: 4 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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Great spherical rolly game! Reminds me of super monkey ball on the gamecube. I'm only half way through the 60+ levels and
they just keep getting more difficult and diverse. Just what I love! Well worth the asking price if you enjoy a good challenge
that isn't infruriating.. Farewell, old friend.
You were good, real good, maybe even the best.

We'll miss your amazing games, stories and characters.
Hope you guys the best. <3. RIC KAND ROLLL. This game s comes with a good feel to it, runs beautifully, good varitey of
bosses too. Always trying to beat highscores!
i do recommend this game to thode who love a retro feel. Good music, good achievements.. i'm playing if anyone wanna play its
really fun. \u0425\u0430\u043b\u044f\u0432\u0430!!!. The soundtrack is well worth a listen even outside the context of the
game, particularly if you\u2019re in the mood for some more mellow background music. It\u2019s a stripped down, piano and
strings driven score that ends up sounding like a more restrained version of the music from Pan\u2019s Labyrinth, and while it
isn\u2019t hugely original, it\u2019s certainly pleasant enough to listen to, particularly with the inclusion of the FLAC copy.

If you\u2019re interested in the photo scanning technology used to create Red Creek Valley, the making of PDF offers a
lighthearted and insightful glimpse into the life of a game developer, complete with some really fun comparisons between the
environments in Ethan and the locations in rural Poland on which they were based.

And because this is Ethan Carter we\u2019re talking about here, the package also comes with some really gorgeous, high-res
wallpaper. Not a ton of content, but definitely worth it on a discount if you enjoyed the game.. Casual and challenging indeed.
Great puzzle designs!
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To preface, my playtime is a bit off, it should be something more like 17 or 18 hours. That aside, I'd say I was pleasantly
surprised by Office Lovers. I came into it with somewhat low expectations, but it turned out better than I thought. For starters,
the concept didn't really draw me in, as I've never been the type to be into work relationships or even forbidden romance in
particular. Plus, a game focused around working and offices just sounds boring in general. But it was actually alright, the art is
really clean and pretty and the character designs are enough to tickle my fancy. I do have to agree with some of the other
reviews as there really was quite a bit of sexual harassment, though I suppose I've come to expect this from a Dogenzaka Lab
game, lol. It really wasn't that bad and I would just classify it as dub-con at best, which isn't unusual in the otome genre. Not to
mention I actually really like the protagonist of this game, she was a really hard worker and didn't just passively let these guys do
whatever they want, she said 'no' and gave her opinions too. There were a few comments made that seemed a bit sexist, and I
could have done without them, but I don't think they were too out-of-character for this game either.

One of my few complaints is that while the soundtrack is on the same level as boring elevator music, the part that got me is
when it would just very abruptly stop and go silent for a while or switch to something completely different. The cuts were rather
jarring and usually not even during 'tense' moments where it would be deemed appropriate. The translation was good, the few
errors that arose were often easily overlooked, and sometimes some of the characters' names would revert back to kanji for a
line or two, but the script as a whole was clear to understand. It took some deciding but I think Hyoga's route is my favourite, he
seemed the least pushy of all of them and the most believable in his love for the protag - but Kaido was pretty cool too. I had fun
with this otome, even when they just talked about work it wasn't a complete snooze-fest and it was nice seeing the protagonist's
passion for her job and how well she worked with the others. +1 rec from me!. It appears as though this game was made in
around 5 minutes. It's a more basic and trashier kid's version of MS paint. DO NOT BUY IT.. This game is ok it would be one
of those games i would rate a sideways thumb if i could. It's a very short game with many branching paths mostly with simillar
outcomes. For an RPGMaker game it's really good that's really all I can say.. this is a masterpiece. Way too hard for my taste.
But that doesn't really mean the game is bad. It's good, if you are looking for a totally insane and unfair challenge.. Jde to :DDD.
This game has amazing detail.. I loved this game from the very moment the Demo kicked my butt a couple million times over.
Makes Super Hexagon look like childs play.

Pros:
Fun
Hard
A good prank on friends

Cons:
Buggy (Cube disappears, stick to walls)
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